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Alice Ignites Intellectual Curiosity
CLEVE BEACH,
4 : 2 0 P. M . - A c l a s s
of second and third
graders from Grinnell
were surprised to find
that Grinnell College’s
Ignite program offered
a special topics class
taught by college
students partaking in
the Alice party.
“ To d a y w a s t h e
best class ever!” said
seven year old Tony
Rodriguez. “I learned
about space!”
Ignite
head
coordinator Lauren
Teckie elaborated on
how this came about.
“ We w e r e f o r c e d
to cancel painting, our
most popular class, last
minute. I then happened
to see a group of students
drawing with chalk on
the south campus patio.
I asked them if
they’d share with a
group of thirty little
kids, and was shocked
at how enthusiastic they

Above: Elementary school students learn alternate perspectives from a second year.

Beer CAFOs to be Phased Out
CHARLES BENSON BEAR CENTER Recently, the Grinnell
College Athletics Department announced that they
will slowly be phasing out
the Beer CAFO programs
and will allow athletes
to consume substances
other than alcohol. Beer
CAFOs, or Concentrated
Athlete Feeding Operations that utilize beer and
other forms of alcohol,
have been a mainstay on
Grinnell College; however, huge backlash from
the campus community
has worn the administration down.
“The most wellknown Beer CAFO on
campus is probably the
Tennis House,” explained
Beer CAFO activist Shannon Chi ’16. “You can
always hear them shrieking and whimpering from
inside the building . . .
Please, let them rest . .
.” Beer CAFOs confine
athletes in small, secluded
areas for the entirety of
the season where they are
force fed a diet of varying

concoctions of Natural
Light, Keystone Light,
and if the budget allows
it, Rolling Rock. This process, it is argued, allows
for the mass production
of top tier athletes ready
to compete in the “real
world” of athletics.
The college has been
highly resistant to the idea
of dissembling the Beer
CAFOs despite constant
“Please, let them rest”
-Shannon Chi ’16
pressure to shut them down
from students, professors,
and government scientists.
“There have been multiple
studies that illustrate how
destructive these practices
are on the environment
and the psyches of the
students, but the college
refuses to listen,” says
Professor Grady Orstein,
Biology. “Finally after
we’ve proven that these
Beer CAFOs may start
hurting the college financially the college is start-

ing to pull back.”
Indeed, the Athletic
program is allowing previous Beer CAFO athletes to
roam the campus and most
surprisingly, drink water
in ratios higher than one
water:two alcoholic drinks.
“It’s been so long . . . since
I’ve actually been able to
taste water and alcohol,”
said George Murphy ’17.
“The water here really isn’t
that bad.”
Some athletes and
scientists, however, are
concerned what the implications of this will be in
the long-term. “The college has explicitly been
enforcing Beer CAFOs
as a substitute for health
practices and good mental
health management,” said
Professor Orstein. “As they
begin to phase students out
of these programs, what
will happen after they realize there isn’t much of
a support structure left for
them?” For now, athletes
and students alike are enjoying the time together,
roaming the limits of Mac
Field.

were!” said Lauren.
This isn’t the
first time community
programs and campus
holidays have coincided.
In 2007, Drake library’s
photography class
held a covert shooting
exercise at 100 days. In
2012, the community
meal coincided with
the celebrated ‘4/20’,
with positive results for
the people participating
in 4/20 and disastrous
consequences for the
people providing the
food. In 2013, Grinnell’s
Alcoholics Anonymous
organized what students
called the worst block
party of all time.
T h i s y e a r, I g n i t e
students joined
Grinnellians celebrating
Alice in a variety of
activities, such as
coloring with chalk,
making paper airplanes,
blowing big bubbles and
engaging in a casual
but thorough discourse
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Fruit Roll-Up Wreaks Havoc

DINING HALL- Last
Wednesday, a Blastin’
Berry Fruit Roll-Up ™
was discovered in one of
the brand-new stainless
steel refrigerators located
in the southeast corner of
the Dining Hall. Moments
later, madness ensued as
students fought, tooth-andnail, for the glory of being
crowned the rightful owner
of the roll-up.
The original discoverer
of the roll-up is reportedly
Lou Turner ’19. At the time
of the unexpected finding,
Turner was allegedly
gathering provisions from
the new refrigerators as
his allergies to eggs, milk,
soy, dairy, meat, legumes,
grains, nuts, oils, tubers,
fungi, amino acids, leaves
and molecules prevent
consumption of every
prepared item in D-hall.
Turner immediately
identified the Fruit RollUp as a Blastin’ Berry,
but no sooner did he reach
for its gleaming wrapper
did the glorious sound of
cellophane reverberate
throughout the surrounding

tables. Simultaneously,
students that had been
studiously ignoring each
other in opposite booths
stood up, with forks for
rapiers and trays for
shields, and commenced
in swordfight. Within two
minutes, over seventy-five
students were engaged in
combat. “I have no idea
where the roll-up went—
one second it was mine;
the next, it had escaped
“I . . . just wanted something commercialized and
fake for once!” -A. Jeffs

me,” recounted Turner
in an exclusive interview
following the incident.
The repeated shouts
of “Roll!” “Up!” and
“Mine!” traveled to the
furthest corners of D-Hall,
including the Whale Room
and the upstairs secret
banquet hall. As diners
abandoned their meals,
friends, and sanity in favor
of the chance to obtain
4-inches of artificially
flavored nostalgia, the roll-

up was snatched and resnatched again and again.
Some faculty and staff
members eating in the
upstairs meeting rooms
joined in on the kerfuffle,
some going so far as to
threaten students with D’s
and F’s on papers lest they
did not move out of the
way.
“It was the opportunity
of a lifetime, and I failed,”
sobbed Audrey Jeffs ’18.
“I was so burned out from
only eating sustainable,
all-natural, GMO-free
food from Mother Earth
all the time and just wanted
something commercialized
and fake for once!”
It is unknown as to
how or why the roll-up
was located in the new
refrigerators, as these fruit
products are classified as
“forbidden substances,”
according to Residence
Life policy.
There is also no word
on the roll-up’s eventual
destination—somehow, it
got lost in the chaotic fray,
never to be seen or heard
from again.
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Also In The News

2016 Olympics Relocate to Grinnell

Student Participation In Today’s Democratic
Primaries Expected To Be Low Due To Lack
Of Facebook Profile Picture Opportunities
College Continues Efforts To Change Name Of
Hell Week But Keeps Every Other Aspect Same
America Has Confirmed That Politics Is Best
When It Is Not For Entertainment Purposes
Discarded Packs Of Sunflower Seeds Litter
Campus
Nonseniors Attempt To Sympathize With
Seniors Who Don’t Have To Go through This
Ever Again
Brazil Proves Politics Can Get Worse
Oil Demonstrates Its Versatility In Causing
Both Forest Fires And Destruction Of Marine
Habitats
World In Shock As Facebook Is Revealed To
Actually Use Its Power Over Vast Amount Of
Data And Advertising Space
Little Known Fact: You Will Probably Survive
The Next Week

Security Blotter
9:43PM Officer goes to Harris Center to
investigate an anonymous tip of ‘imminent
terrorist threat’
9:45PM Officer arrives: forgot it was puppies
and pancakes night.
9:47PM Officer attempts to blend in
surreptitiously whilst looking out for disturbers
of the peace. Pets a dog. Dog wags its tail.
9:53PM Ski mask wearing individual enters the
room, screams ‘DEATH TO FINALS’ and throws
a cat into the crowd.
9:53PM Dogs go berserk and immediately leap
towards middle to maul the cat. Cat sprints
towards pancakes. Students, stressed out enough
about finals, barely register what is going on.

Above: The Olympic Torch passes by Grinnell and will return after circling all of America.
CHARLES BENSON
BEAR CENTER - In
an effort to liven up the
summer for students
staying in Grinnell, the
college has announced
that the 2016 Summer
Olympics will move from
Rio de Janeiro to Grinnell.
Upon political
turmoil and unfinished
construction in Brazil,
the International Olympic
Committee (IOC)
approved a last minute
plan to move the games
to the heart of America.
Bill Peterson, President of
the IOC, said, “Grinnell is
a natural fit. The United
States hasn’t hosted an
Olympics in a while
anyways, so this move
makes complete sense.”
C o m p a ri n g t h i s
relocation to the purchase
of the golf course,
President Rain King said,
“The College couldn’t pass
this opportunity up. As the

first liberal arts college to
host the Olympics, this will
no doubt build our brand.”
King, acknowledging
that the college will
squander its entire
endowment in preparation,
claims that “this is what
Buffett dreamed of.”
Peterson listed many
reasons why Grinnell
w a s s e l e c t e d a s R i o ’s
replacement. “There are
three racquetball courts in
the Bear, plus a swimming
pool. Perfect.” Peterson also
mentioned that “Grinnell
has a bunch of flags, so you
know they’re committed to
international cooperation.”
Peterson continued,
“Dorms will be used for
the athlete village, finally
enabling the IOC to
separate athletes by sexual
o ri e n t a t i o n a n d p r event
the usual debauchery. The
dining hall will operate all
summer as well.”
Other explanations for
Grinnell’s surprise choice

include the airport and the
roughly 37 restaurants,
with Peterson highlighting
the incredible variety
of ethnic food options.
Walmart’s presence also
helped Grinnell land the
world’s biggest sporting
event as “even athletes
n e e d t o m a k e Wa l m a r t
trips,” said Peterson.
The extensive hotels,
gas stations, and bed and
breakfasts also helped.
Natural resources like
Arbor Lake and endless
cornfields will allow for
typical events like canoeing
and marathons.
Some faculty and
students are excited about
the opportunities presented
by the summer games.
Marissa Miller,
Professor of Classics, will
study “the similarities with
the original Olympics from
ancient Greece,” while
J e r r y B a k e r, A s s i s t a n t
Professor of Economics,
will estimate “the financial

impact of the Olympics
on a rural community like
Grinnell. I’ll get tenure
for sure.”
Brian Fitzgerald
’18 said, “I can’t wait
t o r et ur n t o Gr i nnel l .
At first, I was pissed
about us SAs beginning
training so early, but now
I can catch the end of the
games.”
Helen Jones, ’17 said,
“I like sports. This will
be almost as good as the
Grinnell Games.”
King is confident
that the benefits will
outweigh the costs. “Sure,
we’ll have to raise tuition
by about 300%, but in
the end I am confident
that the students will
be fine. You know how
Grinnell students are.
They’ll complain about
something, but eventually
they’ll shut up and go
a w a y. M o s t o f t h e m
probably don’t even
care.”

What Do You Think?

Budweiser is rebranding itself as “America” this summer.
What do you think?

9:54PM Officer attempts to restore peace, to
no avail.
9:57PM Officer attempts to use ‘Heel’ command
to bring dogs under her command.
9:57PM Officer is promptly ignored by all dogs
except the one she pet earlier, who comes with
a hopeful tail wag.
10:10PM Officer gives up hope: cat and suspect
are nowhere to be found. Walks home, followed
closely by dog. Officer calls dog ‘Princess
Millymeow”.

Budweiser’s Target Audience
Likes beer, money

Uncle Sam
Red hot American blood

“ok.”

“Nothing says America like
yeasty water!”

Rolling Rock
Gathers no moss
“The American Dream is
dead and I do not wish to
associate with its corpse..”

Heyo [2016]
Asuh [2016],
It’s been one heck of a ride. But this is just the Beginning. After all, time is cyclical. There is more than one of
everything.

B(wenty)&S(ixteen)

Leo Abbe-Schneider has never been able to use a study
room in Kistle. Katie Abrams peaked in high school as an
all-state mime. Jocelyn Acosta rips down all the posters in
the loggia every Saturday in a display of dominance. Nicole
Albrecht will only donate to Grinnell in the name of
reviving big monster cookies. Elizabeth Allen wonders
what happened to Pepe, the Spanish house cat. Isabella
Alsobrook wonders why the [CDO] won’t answer their
calls. Peter Anderson can’t believe people are still talking
about the white/blue dress thing. Tyler Anderson climbed
out of their shell and promptly succumbed to predators’
sharp claws. Toni Androski developed a fetish for aiding
people in fulfilling their fetishes. Corson Androski
developed a fetish for caramelized watermelons. Carlina
Arango developed a fetish for people with fetishes for
caramelized watermelons. Sarah Arena discovered Raynard
Kington’s vampiric secret and then died in mysterious
circumstances. Sorab Arora entered an existential crisis
when Choung Garden shut down for a month. Lane Atmore
forgot that correlation does not imply causation and
subsequently caused the apocalypse. Jeanette Au found a
destroyed caramelized watermelon in Read Pit Kitchen - it
did not taste good. Thomas Auen found their sexuality at
Grinnell and promptly lost it three days before graduating.
Connor Bailey got carded at La Cabana 2.0, despite being
over 21. Rev. Harry Baker got infected and was
subsequently quarantined by the US government after
opening Ruby Barnard-Mayers’s to-go box that had been
in their room since January. Vasilisa Bashlovkina has an
exam at 2PM on Friday during Finals week and is seriously
considering committing serious crimes to avoid it. Omri
Benami has officially seen it all. Iris Bennett has only
recently discovered KDIC’s frequency. Kevin Bennett has
spent more hours watching Netflix than doing actual
readings for class. Josie Bircher is considering paying $80
for the new Call of Duty game. Jack Blais is in a love/hate
relationship with the Walking Dead. Anne Boldt learned the
secret art of yodeling. Chase Booth made out with 99
people at 100 days and feels like something has been
missing ever since. Angela Bowles Edwards managed to
go through 4 years at DHall without spilling their food once.
John Brady is red-green colordeaf. Nora Bresette Buccino

once asked could Beau Bresslerspare spare some change for
gas so Eric Brito could get themselves away from this place.
Samuel Brody-Boyd said no. Hannah Brown only just
found out about Gangnam style. Ryan Brown realized that
life is just a series of chemical impulses across neural
synapses and life is inherently meaningless. Evan Bruns set
up a student group to lobby for a Starbucks in Grinnell.
Susanne Bushman spent countless hours perfecting their
imitation of the Proclaimers. Ian Byrd successfully avoided
every Waltz party at Grinnell. Fin Byrne surreptitiously
glanced at last years B&S for inspiration on potential events,
and was promptly scolded by Bryson Cale. Erin Callaway
talked shit and promptly got hit. David Cambronero
Sanchez thinks the white/blue dress thing is a conspiracy by
colorblind people to assert their dominance in society. Jason
Camey was sorely dissapointed that YOU did not join them
in streaking across Mac Field. Paulina Campbell witnessed
a disturbing scene featuring a caramelized watermelon and
members of their floor. Meredith Carroll would walk 500
miles, but Samuel Catanzaro would walk 500 more, just so
that Jozi Chaet could walk 1000 miles to be at Dora Chan’s
door and ask them to pay up what they owe cause Tina Chen
does not like to be kept waiting. Chaya Chetsanditkhun can
only code in Python. Jason Chien chained themselves to the
drink machine outside of Loose. Nicholas Chisholm spent
100 years frozen in an iceberg. Danielle Chorne watches too
many Disney movies. Max Christensen was a contestant on
Project Runway Junior. Evan Christianson still owns an
iPod nano. Ebony Chuukwu uses chalk as cosmetics.
Shayna Cohen doesn’t even go here. Jacob Cohn ate a
bowl of nails for breakfast. Without any milk. Addie Coley
is actually a visiting professor. Willa Collins helped
eliminate waste from 00003207 disposable plastic bottles.
Helen Colliton created iocane powder in the Chemistry Lab.
Jordie Compton can translate the Da Vinci code. Hannah
Condon is Malia Obama’s Year-Off Guide. Tim Conwell
was offered a job by The Big Bang Theory. Alethea Cook
makes couture gowns for nursing home residents. Isabel
Cooke ran around screming because they needed to use the
toilot. Blake Creasey wears a different color of nail polish
every. Single. Day. Rosie Crockett hums in the shower
because singing is too mainstream. You think you know what

it’s been real [2016]
Antoinette Cudney looks like, but actually they are just a
costume they designed for themselves in the summer before
first year. Henry Cummings begins their day by reciting the
opening to “Avatar: the Last Airbender.” Next year, Sam
Curry will become at 5th year intern as the official Grinnell
Pioneers Sportscaster. Adam Dalton was an extra in the
unreleased High School Musical 4. Dan Davis. Ryan Davis
dances competitive Zumba. Zack Davis is the head of seven
and a half fake clubs on campus. Chaowen Deng is always
first in line for chicken strips. Sara DeRosa loves apple
cores instead of apples. Dilek Dervishogullari reads a page
of the dictionary every day. Tyler Dewey single-handedly
caused the downfall of the women’s lacrosse team. Karan
Dhingra only drinks pink lemonade. Ben Dion has been
writing a secret, tell-all memoir about this place. Sophie
Donlon washes their face with liquid lead. Helen Dougherty
has the entire script of Bee Movie tattooed on their chest.
Fatu Dramé went to GHS prom all four years of college.
Camilla Dreasher never skipped a class. Elle DuncombeMills lost their P-card 25 times last year ALONE. Jack
Dunnington glows when you turn the lights off and is
therefore a sidecook. Tom Earnest dyes their hair every
single day. Tela Ebersole taught Miley Cyrus about
feminism. Charlie Eddy is still drunk off 10/10. Ezra
Edgerton memorized the entire Harry Potter series. Rian
Edwards owns a real lightsaber. Taylor Ellebb had the
lowest number for room draw all 3 years. John Essig only
reads “literary masterpieces”. Gina Falada visits Disney
World every year just to ride the teacups. Sarina Farb has a
deathly fear of dandelions. Lamia Faruk believes that
Kershaw is haunted. Yiting Feng has never had a class in
ARH. Mikayla Findlay is using their phonathon experience
to create a phonebank where Grinnell students can ask
trustees for their money back. Graham Fisher took every
single extra credit opportunity. After attending Grinnell
College for four years, Mike Fitzpatrick can only recognize
two smells: weed and manure. After graduation Kasey
Fralick will be living in the Mayflower because they want to
relive senior year forever. After second year, Cameron
Frank never went to their dorm and instead lived in the
Noyce basement. After starring in Tithead films for four
consecutive years, Cal Froikin is ready to move to LA and
become a professional actor. All of the laundry rooms are full
because Rosie Fuqua is washing their clothes for the first
time since first year. At night, Moses Gaither-Ganim runs
an underground game show where the contestants are small
woodland creatures. Everyone remembers Jasmine
Gerritsen from that one party. Everything that Suha Gillani
touches turns to polyester. Matt Godinsky has time to read
for pleasure. Daniel Goldstein hasn’t watched the news
since Al Jazeera America. In Justus Goldstein-Shirley’s
opinion, the best study space is the roof of Noyce. Claire
Graebner is a collective hallucination. Caroline Graham is
a pond cow. Paul Grant is trying to buy the Pizza Hut from

the College. It will never rain again unless you carry Madeline
Gray up the mountain and sing while they drink. Eli Green
knows where Tupac is. Look at this photograph, every time
Alex Greenberg does, it makes them laugh. Amelia
Greenberg wears dentures modeled off of Tom Cruise’s teeth.
Sheva Greenwood already has a “Grinnell College Alumni”
bumper sticker. Taz Grout blew their Dining Dollars on Grille
salads. Matt Grygo can turn invisible but only when it’s
between 32 and 36 degrees outside. Emily Hackman can’t
say “duty” without laughing. Yousuf Hafuda caught a pencil
they dropped in a really cool way but no one saw it. Mira Hall
celebrates 10/10 every morning at 10:10 AM. Edward
Hardman cheated at Pub Quiz and lost anyway. Melissa
Hardy conducted a torrid affair via Snapchat with a student
from Macalester. Eliza Harrison convinced SHACS to treat
them with aromatherapy. Thatcher Healy does shots of
Purell. Becca Heller thinks you’re really cool, no hetero.
Chris Hellman eats staples in their spare time. Sarah
Henderson drinks the water from Arbor Lake. Megan Hervey
failed to find housing and has slept in the massage chair all
year. Michael Himmel was voted the best hall chime mime
three years in a row. Alissa Hirsch doesn’t have an advisor.
Maddie Howland fought the law, and the law offered a
reasonable compromise. Edward Hsieh has a hard
exoskeleton. Yian Hu found out that on Burling 4th, people
can definitely still hear you scream. Glenys Hunt found the
fountain of youth, but filled it up with apple juice and it
stopped working. Michael Hurley misses Scrumpy. Micah
Iticovici frequently eats insulation. Ivy Jenn has a collection
of vintage Outtakes. Renn Jervis has been calling the JRC
“The JeRK” for four years but it never caught on. Christine
Johnson has been getting through senior year by putting
eighteen Splendas in their coffee. Tracy Johnson has been
squatting in the transportation museum all year. Jennifer Joy
has created an indestructible pancake umbrella, with which
they use whenever it is raining. Ambar Kakkar has
developed a physical revulsion to any mention of the name
Burling. Jeca Kaplanovic has gone fishing down on the
Mainstream. Rachel Keen has methodically moved every tree
on campus exactly two inches SSW over four years. Hannah
Kelley has pencils for fingers. Michael Kelley inspired M.
Night Shyamalan’s hit film, “The Happening”. Vincent Kelley
has skipped graduation in lieu of disapparating to Mars
because they are too out of this world. Amy Kieruzel has
traveled back in time and is already an alum. Prisca Kim,
water bottle. Patrick Kinley hatched from an egg. Coby Klar
was extra #59 on the new Ghostbusters. Carley Kleinhans
inhaled so much helium their voice changed permanently.
Nate Kolacia is an undercover government official. Sophie
Kornbluh found her, and they were both in our hearts all
along...[fakepapr] 4 lyfe. David Koychev is banned from
every state ending in the letter S. Sam Kubica is buying back
the Grinnell golf course. Ivy Kuhn is finishing a chair made
out of all the essays they wrote while at Grinnell. Kumar

[2016] it’s been fun
Kumar is guest starring in a Kum & Go commercial. Anna
Kuure-Kinsey is just, like, super quirky. Anthony
LaMacchia is licensed to krill. Emma Lange is the real
Dirty Dan. Brennan Langenbach is like an Egg McMuffin
but made with donuts. Kathryn Lasseter is planning on
moving to whatever state is most highly contested in the
general election in order to most effectively exert their
democratic rights. Conard Lee is RANDOM lol XD
penguin! Doyi Lee is so cool they counteract global
warming. Gracia Lee is starting to regret getting a tattoo of
their mailbox combination. Caleb Leedy plans to open a
food truck selling cooked chard. Due to their time at
Grinnell, Gabe Lehman will never again cut fruit in their
life. David Leitson is terrified that in the near future, no one
will remember the stir-fry bar. Brent LeMoine is the CEO of
a new chewing gum brand: the Grinnell Bubble. Emma
Leverich is the inside agent for Grinnell’s crow population.
Hayley Levin is traveling in a tiny house on wheels on I-80
right now. Sydney Levison is trying to use their P-card in the
real world. Mark Lewis is writing a paper on thundersnow.
Fangda Li knows that Bush did 10/10. Yishi Liang has
finally admitted to the inferiority of a certain publication.
Emma Liddell knows who the Mystery Pooper was.
Hannah Lieberman doesn’t just like; they love. Zach
Liebman loves Marmite. Su Jin Lim no longer remembers
the name of anyone in their tutorial. Dana Lindenberg only
drinks Voss water out of a purple canteen. Shannon
Lindstrom only speaks in iambic pentameter. Angela Liu
only survived Grinnell this year thanks to their yearlong
supply of 5 Hour Energy. Jared Liu opened the door to the
Grille during the winter and turned into a pillar of salt. Grace
Lloyd plans on getting a suit embroidered with the Grinnell
logo in order to show their alumni spirit. Aditi Lohia plans
to become a CIA agent after graduation so pretend you never
read this. Zhengyi Lu puts the “cement” in
“commencement”. Alex Lundy puts the “vest” in
“investment”. Anthony Mack quilts every one of their dorm
decorations. Gloria Magege recently emerged from the
tunnels after getting lost during NSO. Evan Manuella
secretly wants RayKay to be their best friend. Greg Margida
still prefers to use the landline. Jalyn Marks still uses
Windows 95. James Marlow still uses YikYak. Bruno
Maroniene strives to be the tickler champion of the
Midwest. Shaun Mataire takes a shower in the grass dew
every day. Camila Mateo Volkart thinks the mascot should
be Pioneery McPioneerface. Nick Matesanz thinks
cockroaches are cute. Jordan Matosky thinks that Rachel
Green from FRIENDS is the literal bee’s knees. Krista
Matthews-Saugstad took every survey and still never won a
bookstore gift card. China Mauck once embezzled SGA
funds to buy furniture. Saw Min Maw vapes catnip. Rostom
Mbarek waited in the chicken strips line for an entire
semester. Rita McCall appropriates cultures of bacteria.
Sydney McClendon wants to hang out with Mr. Noodle.

Meagan McKinstry was hired by Google to be a Human
Sundial. Brogan McWilliams was offered a six-figure salary
from Borders. Sarah Mehanna was the Gerber Baby’s stunt
double. Melissa Melloy wears plaid contact lenses. Gabby
Mercado will forever be a Grinnell College meme.
Cassandra Miller can’t tell the difference between bison
and buffalo. Phoebe Mogharei still doesn’t know what
Neverland is. Agustín Molina will still religiously check the
online dining hall menu even after graduating. Isabel
Monaghan wishes Grinnell offered graduate degrees. Boyd
Monson’s proudest Grinnell achievement is finally becoming
fully nocturnal as of this year. Minna Montgomery wishes
there were more hot dog rollers. Elizabeth Moore wrote a
final paper using only emojis. Rachael Morgan’s post-grad
plans are to breed and train an elite class of synchronized
swimming armadillos. Barrett Morrissette’s post-grad plans
are to invest in Post brand cereal products. Yaseen
Morshed’s reflection is always upside-down. Colleen Moser
never gets caught. Jackie Mukinisha never told people they
weren’t going to Cornell. Elias Mulhall only showers at the
Bear. Lex Mundell pays by debit card at the grill. Not all
Roberto Munoz. Nino Murillostill wishes they got into
Oberlin. Dylan Murphy submitted fan fiction to the Grinnell
Review. Jack Muskopf takes baths in Cleveland. Lars
Naborn thinks Rabbi Rob is bae. Queenster Nartey thought
Dean Bakopoulos was the Dean of the College. Sophie
Neems trained daily for Minute to Win It. Khoa Nguyen was
the inspiration for Kevin the Minion. Tiffany Nguyen has a
melting point above 2750 degrees Fahrenheit. Kit Nika is
heading back up the river to spawn. Leland Nordin‘s
superpower of choice is the ability to communicate with
silverfish. Jen-Ai Notman wants you to wake up, sheeple…
Ben Nydegger can be your angle…or your deivl… Rosie
O’Brien can turn invisible but only when they’re sleeping
and no one is watching. Alex Odom isn’t so much friends
with darkness. They’re more like work acquaintances.
Nelson Ogbuagu has perfected the art of the combat roll.
Katy Oldach is made of just one giant cell. Albert OwusuAsare thrives in dark and loamy soil. Luke Panciera wants
to drop the moon into the ocean. Thomas Pearson claims
they’ve never cheated at bingo. Ryan Penaflor wants to rub
chocolate on your skin so you live forever. Maddy Pesch is
going to spend the summer shadowing yeast. Izzie Pfeiffer
plans to follow the Chemtrails and find out where they lead.
Mai Pham believes the Earth is neither flat or spherical, but
egg-shaped. Don’t ever talk to Phoebe Pinder or their son or
their son’s son or their son’s son’s sons or their son’s son’s
sons’ son again. Wesley Pollock can fit their entire body into
a to-go box. Virginia Purcell was replaced by a swarm of
bees in a very realistic human costume a long, long time ago.
Kelly Pyzik believes in ghosts, thinks they can achieve
anything they set their minds on. Catherine Ramirez is
going to spend the next year in a gap under their house.
Rebecca Rasmussen secured a job as a personal computer.

heartfelt empathetic nod at [2016]
CJ Ray has been described with words such as “loamy,”
“absorbent,” and “nutrient rich.” Erik Raymakers is
covered in a thin film of mucous that protects them from
things like dust and people collecting beer money. Tatiana
Reigada has spent all four years at college training to be a
human fog machine. Nicolle Rhim has a very lovely nose.
I’m proud of them. Ruth Riedl has legs for days. Weeks
even. Probably even months. Misha Rindisbacher found a
penny, picked it up, all day long they gave no fucks. Clare
Roberts is determined to teach a robot how to love. Connor
Robetorye will be launched into space in t-minus 3…2…1…
Thomas Robinson is on the run, but we’re not entirely sure
which run. It’s unclear. Dixon Romeo‘s bounty is set to
increase to 42 beer can tabs by commencement. Jesse
Romo‘s curse will lie on the college and its inhabitants for
the rest of days. Sam Ross paid for college via grave
robbing. Known reptilians / lizard people Barbara and
George Bush respond directly to Lauren Roush. William
Royle is returning to their roots, approximately 2 – 3 meters
under the ground. What’s better than this? Just Claire Ruegg
being Claire Ruegg. Julia Rumley wants to wrap you in
their big, strong arms ;) Greg Ruzich did a sick handstand,
wow we can’t believe you missed it. An attempt to clone
[REDACTED] resulted in the formation of Lana Sabb.
John Sachs played with fire, had a good time and would
recommend doing it. Reggie Sackey-Addo runs a broken
glass cartel. Karol Sadkowski experimented a lot in college.
Joey Saenz has Changed so much in college. Amrita Saha
draws hearts that look like butts. Alia Sajani sees with their
tongue. Jenny Samuels had a life-changing study abroad
experience. Caitlin Scaife couldn’t even tell they were
abroad. Noah Schlager doesn’t like being called a broad.
Phineas Schlossberg is single and ready to Pringle. Andie
Semlow is single and ready to get shingles. Ham Serunjogi
melts in your mouth, not in your hand. Like a good neighbor,
Megan Settle is there. There’s some things money can’t buy;
for everything else, there’s Dana Sherry. Sherwood is
delicate and needs to be shipped in packing peanuts. Jae
Hong Shin went on Club Penguin without their parents’
permission. Sophia Shin found 4 new Carly Rae Jepsen
songs. Molly Shortell started worshipping Cthulhu, but
Cthulhu only viewed them as an acquaintance. Prakriti
Shrestha attempted to rebrand hell week as Heaven
Fortnight. Ameer Shujjah experimented a lot in college,
namely due to a chemistry-heavy courseload. Seiya Sigel
flirted with fiscal irresponsibility in college. Ashwin
Sivaramakrishnan answered an interview question in an
elevator, and was wrong on so many levels. Eva Smith can
recognize song by the initial drum roll. Samantha
Snodgrass ignored the five-second rule. Once. Mark Spero
changed their Facebook profile picture a total of 69 times this
year and had a little giggle. Kristen Stacey saw two trucks
having sex. Lisa Stern is so tough she eats kiwis without
peeling them. Do not make eye contact with Jermaine

Stewart-Webb or they will charge. Hannah Storch’s
Neopets account recently got hacked and could really use
some help. Kate Strain is in the process of replacing all
the blood in their body with egg whites. Jesse Sturgeon’s
muscles involuntarily flex. Sanjay Sudhir has made 6
extra e-mails to get more TIDAL free trials. Tasnim
Tabassum always eats in bed but when they spill crumbs
they just suck them up like a human vacuum cleaner. It’s
rumored that Inara Tareque bribed all the professors in
their department for award nominations. Danielle Tavasti
bit me . . . and it really hurt . . . Emma Thomasch is
shimmying uncontrollably. Please help them. Sam
Tinkham ate a vegetable, once, when they were a child.
Christine Tran will only eat banan bread. There’s nothing
but fireworks, Bao Tran, and stars in the sky tonight.
Anna Transit is biding their time until Green Day is in
vogue again. Andrew Troxell is currently trapped in the
Dank Hour. Victoria Tsou wants to know how much they
could get for a kidney. Katy Tucker is training to be a
sabrage master. Alex Turner is really feeling it. Shae
Turner’s favorite sin is Sunday night laundry. Eleanor
Tursman marinates every night in garlic and olive oil.
Buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo buffalo Kai Unrath’s
buffalo. Jaya Vallis dropped it like it’s hot, broke it, had to
buy it. Alberto Vazquez has two sets of teeth, like a shark.
They’re a shark. Similar to ball, Tim Villanueva is life.
Rachel von Holst is cross-faded on life. Oanh Vu broke
Back Mountain. Veethi Vyas thirsts for the flesh of the
guilty. Sibyl Wang now knows the history and context
surrounding Vladimir Nabokov’s controversial book Lolita
but still cannot do their taxes. Connie Wang overcame all
odds to become a proud member of the evens. Dax Ward
formed part of a K-Pop heavy metal band. Johncharles
Ward is like Lake Michigan: 70% water. Madeline
Warnick only listens to ringtones. Taylor Watts mlem
mlemed all four years of college. Erin Weber did not
know how to spell “correlation” and was properly
chastised. Kristina Weber ignored #tbt and actually threw
forward. Kenneth Yuhui Wee has no sense of object
permanence. Earnest Wheeler studied the feeding habits
of birds and their young extensively. Paige Wheeler wears
three different shoe sizes. Malachi Wickman is cobalt
oxygen lithium oxygen. Jill Wielgos is more effervescent
than a bottle of André. Chloe Williams is skipping
graduation to go to Wasserbahn. Danielle Williams raised
a baby train as their own. Ian Windham only drinks
Manischewitz. Zoe Wolter is not clutter. Duncan Wood
like to play a game. Jessica Wood n’t. Will Xu is
experiencing a little bit of turbulence here, folks. Yanling
Xu can smell your fear. Marissa Yetter is an acidic bitch.
Hening Zhang [citation needed]. Amy Zhou has a
skeleton under their SKIN. Jacob Ziontz is ready to apply
their knowledge of power structures and societal
discourses to their new accounting job.
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Metaphysics and the
Mind, as per tradition.
“We truly couldn’t
comprehend how
receptive and trusting
our little buddies were,”
said Joshua Lee ’17,
“like, I’m this little
dot, this little nothing;
who am I to transpose
three light-years of
celestial patterns onto
the molecular makeup
of Kimmy’s elbow skin?
But she let me try. We
thought…we thought
we were taking care of
them—but they were
taking care of us” Lee
concluded, wiping a tear
from a dilated pupil.
“I looked into their
eyes,” said a stoic

Ta m i s h a D e l l , ’ 1 6 .
“And I never looked
out.”
The Ignite students
seemed awestruck by
their teachers.
“Mr. Gabriel could
hold music in his
hands. Then he handed
the end of “Stairway to
Heaven” to me—it was
soft like my gerbil!”
declared Thomas.
“Miss Dell took
all the girls to the
Meditation Zone, had
us cut a strawberry in
half and “emotionally
investigate” it.
Then we each found
one partner put the
strawberry halves back
together, and that’s
how we all found out

about Lila’s bad vibe.
Her soul is moldy and
full of hatred,” recalled
Jane Dimple, a third
grader. “But that’s ohkay! I never talk to her
anyway,” she said.
At the end of the day,
parents were delighted
to find Grinnell studentteachers intimately
engaging with their
children.
Some Grinnellians
reportedly cried during
pick-up. Others claimed
they were siblings of the
children, and demanded
to be taken home and
given a snack. Game
theory professor Haley
Schackman found her son
writing “all the answers”
on post-it notes attached

to two of her students’
shaved scalps.
“I’m so glad they
inspired the scientist in
To n y. H i s t e a c h e r s a i d
he was old to enough to
experiment. And look at all
these cute little pieces of
paper they gave us to bring
home!” exclaimed Cogen
Shoebody, an area mom.
Meanwhile, members
of the education department
celebrated the ‘astounding
success’ and can’t wait to
expand this program into
other areas. “This was a
huge success,” Mrs. Teckie,
Ignite head-coordinator,
s a i d . “ I c a n ’t w a i t f o r
the middle school’s sex
education class to take
their very first field trip to
Titular Head next year.”

Dierdre felt an icy chill
of dread infuse her gut, turning her already deathly cold
skin even colder. For Diere
had realized that she would
have to find a job. And though
Dieder had many skills due
to her unique abilities and
the challenging experiences
she had undergone, these
would not prepare her. For
Deedee’s entire life had been
centered around Vampyre
Slayer, which was her one true
Calling, passed down through
generations of her family.
Even when this slight and
frail looking yet icely beautiful girl had been turned into a
vampyre by her former Lover,
she continued to slay the very
ones she was now one of.
But this was different.
For she had to find a job in the
Other World, that of the those
who where Ungifted, who
didn’t even know vampyres
existed. And yet, after all but
one, him, had turned against
her and driven her from all
havens, she had nowhere to
turn. So she found herself in

front of this “Help Wanted”
sign on a quaint coffee shop.
Coffee was, truly, an unknown
concept this raven haired girl.
Dodoro looked down at
her beauteous resume. It was
written in the blood of her
enemies on parchment made
of the skin of lovers who
had betrayed her. She slowly
licked each of the two entries:
“Vampire. 1,833 years. Duties: sapping the life force of
innocents.” “Vampire hunter.
1,832 years. Duties: slaying
the Ungodly.” It tasted of
drivel and lotion. It tasted of
the apprehension associated
with changing her path, her
path that had been Written,
but from which she was now
straying like a ghoul who has
realized his husband-to-be
has been a mere mortal all
along. Slowly and sensually,
Diphtheria folded her resume
into the shape of a pentagram,
sending her wicked yet alluring life force down her arms
and through her fingertips
into the very fibres of its being. Nobody would be able

to resist Dramaturgy when
their eyes absorbed the delicious and sensual writing on
the page.
Deidra walked away from
coffee house, determined not
to let the passion that was
slowly building up inside her
cloud her judgement. She was
on a mission, and she was going to do it. “Oh Deedums.”His
voice was warm and husky,
like a melted dark chocolate
pudding. She turned slowly,
her very small inner goddess
swaying in a gently anxious
samba. “You forgot something
in my… office” He said with a
succulent pause and licked his
engorged lips with a lick that
stopped earth and time. “Why
don’t you come back in and
get it?” And like that he fixed
her with an impaling stare that
stabbed her deeply, pierced her
soul, and punctured her will.
For a fraction of a second, they
lock eyes, and the Earth shifts
slightly on its axis. She knows
she should oppose him. She
also knows she was powerless
to resist him.“Of course”

But she quit. A breeze
blew past her and carried black
rose petals along as it swept
through her hair. Rhododendron almost thought her heart
was pounding but then she
remembered that she her heart
hasn’t beat since she last saw
her former lover, Percivius
VI. She spun on her heel as
she walked along the graveyard beach. The ocean breeze
smelled like death and she
loved it. Diddire arrived at the
building, a red obsidian glass
building with two suited beings
standing outside. Her new job.
One being was...”Percivius??”
deidgeri shrieked. He looked
surprised, then angry, then
lustful. “SHE’S the one taking
MY job, John?” The woman
(John) smirked and said “yeah,
she is. Do you have a problem
with that?” She flexed and her
muscles tore through her shirt
and Deirdaddy felt the blood
rush to her face…She cooly
walked by Percivius. John put
her soft yet firm hand on her
shoulder. “Welcome to The
Helltown Coffee Shop.”.

Deirdrgre Finds a Job...
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Self-Gov Crashes Own Funeral

JRC 101- Friday May
6 – A surprise guest at
the ‘Funeral for SelfGov?????’ put the ? in
‘?????’
Last Friday, a group of
students gathered to mourn
the passing of Self-Gov
and recount memories of
its life.
Complete with sparkling cider, brownie cookies, sparkling cider, and
some lovely eulogies, the
funeral was held in the
JRC. The event was attended by students, professors,
and members of the community. Perhaps the most
interesting guest, however,
was Self-Gov itself.
According to attendees, Self-Gov exclaimed,
“I, Self-Gov, am alive and
w e l l ! ” , a s t h e y cl aw ed
their way out of a flower
strewn grave, clods of dirt
flinging every which way.
“Our great and powerful
leader, President Kaynard
Rington, has resurrected
me! And he’s made me
stronger than ever!”
Self-Gov reportedly
began to explain their new
outlook on life those surrounding them. As they
spoke, a campus memo restating the words appeared
in student’s inboxes line

welp

Sophie Kornbluh ‘16

I know that I come
o ff a s t h e p e r s o n o n
campus who always has
something to laugh about,
but Grinnell has never
been an easy place for me
to exist. If I had to sum
up these past four years
in brief, I would say it
has been a winning battle.
Not the kind that makes
you pump your fist in
triumph, but the kind that
drains all of your energy
so that by the time you’re
done all you want to do is
sleep for a month.
In my first year I was
plagued constantly with
the idea that I was a
burden to my friends,
t h a t I w a s n ’t c a p a b l e

byline.
“Primarily, President
Rington decided to teach
me about why we needed
these changes on campus.
Self-Gov must change with
the times.”
After a few sips of sparkling cider, Self Gov continued to speak as students
gathered around to listen to
their new plan.
“I’m here to discuss
different crucial topics on
campus. Like window décor, and chalk art, and controversial blog postings!”
they explained. “For starters, we probably should
just accept that when our
President makes a decision,
they probably know what’s
best for the rest of us. It’s
fun, am I right?”
When asked about further plans for their future,
Self-Gov demurred.
“You know, I’m just
hoping that my new look
goes over well. I mean, you
haven’t noticed all of my
changes until now, so we’re
just going to keep implementing new and exciting
things. I mean, does anyone
really enjoy 10/10? I know
I don’t.”
Self-Gov also took the
opportunity to talk to some
of the professors as well.

“My goal is to encourage everyone to understand
self governance. For example, it’s considered rude
to have another glass of
cider when everyone hasn’t
already drank one yet,” SelfGov explained to Professor
Watkins, Psychology. “That
wasn’t very me of you!”
Self -Gov later offered
to teach students that racial
diversity is basically economic diversity, and that
certain programs should
have been disbanded, but
by that time most students
had left.
When asked about the
decrease in attendance at
the funeral, Self-Gov said,
“They’ve probably left to eat
a delicious dining hall meal!
They’ll be back though…
now that I’ve been resurrected, I’m going to remind
them how great I am for the
rest of my existence.”
Although the new SelfGov is excited to unleash
their new take on the world,
some students are not as
receptive.
“I got about two sentences into the ten page
manifesto before I decided
it wasn’t worth it,” Jay
Thrance ’17, shook her
head. “I’ve got exams to
study for!”

of developing and
maintaining meaningful
friendships, that I would
always be alone. These
obsessive thoughts, which
were later identified as
OCD, drove me into a
consistent state of nearpanic, to the point that I
was crying several times a
day and began to feel that
there was no escape.
My
privilege,
ultimately, saved me: I
was able to gain access
to mental health resources
b a c k h o m e (a n d mo re
importantly, outside of
SHACS) that provided me
with the tools I needed to
endure the rest of the year.
Since then, things

have improved, but new
challenges have always
sprung up. On top of
the lingering ghosts of
my obsessions about
friendship, which flare
up occasionally to remind
me that my mind does
not function normally,
I have also endured the
mental health crises of
friends, my own sexual
and gender identity
crises, several bizarre
and painful romantic
entanglements, the loss
of a friend, and on top of
it all, the expectations that
come with being a fulltime student.
Let me be clear, I am
not trying to contribute to
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the culture of competitive
suffering here at Grinnell.
I am just trying to share as
candidly as possible the
fact that this is a fucking
hard place to be, and that
hopefully by putting all
of my struggles out in the
open, I can put a familiar
face on the shitstorm that
so many of us experience
here. (And I acknowledge
that I am coming from a
position where I have had
access to many resources
that others lack. This is
just my story.)
And it definitely hasn’t
all been negative. Going
through tough stuff has,
s o m e w h a t i r o n i c a l l y,
helped me to develop

some incredibly close
relationships built
on mutual trust and
understanding. I’ve
learned that I am capable
of overcoming much more
than I ever could have
imagined was possible.
I’ve learned how good
communication can
make all the difference
in a hairy situation. And
then there have been the
experiences that were
genuinely good for me,
like writing for the B&S,
being part of an improv
troupe, and getting drunk
for “religious purposes”.
So was it worth it?
Probably...? A lot of the
struggles that I’ve had

have been either internal
or a result of being a
young person learning
to be independent for
the first time, rather
than Grinnell-specific,
so no matter what I’d
done after high school,
I would have learned
many of the same
lessons. (That’s not to
say that Grinnell has
done everything right,
of course.) But there’s
something unique about
this place that allows
it to simultaneously be
a simmering cesspool
of stress and also an
oasis of creative selfexpression. And for the
latter, I am grateful.

Thanks for a great year!
We’re always looking for
new people. Bring yourselves
and a sense of fun(ny) to
next semester’s meetings!
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